
Date: 30 Jan 2019 
Time: 1600 -1700 
Venue: Hwee Xian’s Office 
 
 
Attendee:  

1. Nicholas Thian  
2. Celine Chua 
3. Raylene Ng 
4. Ryder Kin 
5. Anicia Gan 
6. Ryan Yang 

  
 
Agenda: 

1) Demo Plans  
2) UAT  
3) Technical Complexities  
4) X factor 
5) Value to sponsors 

 
Demo Plans (Mid Terms) 
Quiz do not require admin to mark and allocate points while wefie require admin to allocate 
score. It is fine to have both as it shows different functionalities. 
Between live skit/demo and video, we should do the live skit/demo. 
We can be the admins while the evaluators be the participants  
 
Demo Plans (Finals) 
If we are going to show quiz and wefie for mid term, we do not need to show it for finals.  
Show other functions that we have yet to show.  
Strategise mid terms and final.  
Could allow one evaluator to use IOS and another to use Android  
Evaluator can be in different teams, show leaderboard and submission to make it more exciting. 
Make it fun for evaluator.  
We can have someone to walk around the school then skype call or whatsapp video call to 
show that they are really moving around the school, emphasising that our live location works 
We should finalise the point allocation for the missions  
As the  
For evaluators, can print the evidence in the hotspot for them  
Show video? 
Video more on point statement, solution is the shorter part 
 
 



X Factor (Mid Terms) - 15 Feb  
Could involve: 

1) Trail 
2) Time saved as late comers are less late/on time as there is the announcement and 

notification feature on the app to remind them to return back on time  
3) User satisfaction 

Could involve research staff and research staff (SIS Level 3).  
We will need to write a short write up, mentioning that it is an onboarding for new hires and we 
are conducting a UAT which will take about an hour. 
It is okay to have a mixture of people such as the research team, student and staff. 
There could be a survey to ask the participants if they like the previous pen and paper process 
better.  
 
 
UAT (Mid Terms and Finals) 
To confirm the two live trails with sponsors (6 Mar and 10 Apr) 
Implementation of the UAT should be in the wiki and not in the slides.  
For UAT, summarise the user testing  

-  Objective 
-  Date 
-  Participants to show how many people and who are these people  
-  Results for each user testing 

Don’t repeat what you said for midterms, just summarise the past UATs 
 
 
Tech Complexities (Mid Terms) 
Explain why it is challenging  

● Google Maps 
○ Make use of markers and geo fence  
○ Have to click on marker to activate and once the participants complete a hotspot, 

markers colour need to change  
● If you don’t use the socket, the members will have to press something to trigger the 

update (performance) - could say sync between different platform 
○  Leaders and members, web app will send updated information  via the socket 
○ Challenging from backend to the phone as a keyword is used to send 
○ Req Response style will not work as members won't know when to pull from 

database  
○ Leader send answer and only leaders phone will have an option to submit but we 

want members phone to be able to view submissions also. When leader finish 
the mission, the submission should auto load.  

○ Making sure everyone has the updated information 
● Synchronisation between platforms then socket integration is a method for the 

synchronisation  



● Android taking of photos  
● Connection to endpoint coded from scratch. using multipart  
● Trail Creation : Modular Design & Async Functions  
● Async Function 

○ Reliability aspect of the system  
○ Security/ scalability  
○ Get the latency  

● Try to spam the server with automated request and test endpoints 
○ Latency vs number of users (show latency increases but not unmanageable)  

● Drag and Drop 
● Didnt use much algorithm but we had to research and read up and made use of libraries  

○ Everyhing was from scratch 
● Wefie and Wordsearch - placement was hard 
● Wefie Android  

○ Click button to pass tasks to camera 
○ Save to a folder (not gallery) 
○ Then save to gallery  
○ Scale the image to UI view image  
○ Make sure the image is rotated properly then update to a folder  
○ Save to gallery was another set of code 
○ Went through a long process to make sure the usability  

● Multipart code was from scratch  
○ Update one table then and another  
○ Nest then u are using the same variable  
○ Pull out and create a bunch of utility code 

 
Why are we trying to overcome these technical complexities? 

● User experience  
● Optimize user experience  

 
Tech Complexities (Finals) 

● Modularity of the design/ modularity reuse  
● The way you design the code  

 
System Architect (Leave for finals) 

● Staging 
● Backup server (reliable backups)  
● Production server and database 
● Design pattern, later pass over to not technical ppl how they able to do all these without 

technical assistance  
 
 
 



Value to sponsors 
● Summarise  
● Put on wiki 

 
Mid Term Presentation (1hr)  
First 10 mins: say the background information 
1-2 mins: about demo/demo 
Then immediately let them try the application. Can make it more fun don’t need to be so serious. 
 
 
Done by,  
Raylene Ng  
 
Verified and Edited by,  
Celine Chua  
 


